
Date: 21 August 2018

Dear Customer

Vicaima Fire Doors - Outstanding performance with complete peace of mind

Many of you will have no doubt read the recent statements* made the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities & Local Government (MHCLG), in which they confirmed that following the 
testing of fire doors from a number of predominantly composite fire doors manufactures, 
these products had failed to achieve the required performance.  We also believe that these 
products have now been suspended from the market.

Understandably, some confusion and apprehension has arisen with specifiers which we at 
Vicaima would like to both clarify and offer our reassurance:   

 Vicaima undertake fire testing on a continuous basis, to BS 476 Part 22 and EN 1634.
Our performance fire doors are certified to FD30, FD60 and FD90.

 All fire door tests are carried out at UKAS approved test laboratories, where in 
accordance with both British and European test standards said testing is carried out 
on the most onerous test configuration i.e. with the door opening inward towards 
the furnace.

o BS 476: Part 22 states that “doorsets and shutter assemblies shall be tested 
from both sides, i.e. two specimens, unless the doorset or shutter assembly, 
including the hardware, is entirely symmetrical, or unless the weakest 
direction can be clearly identified …”.

o BS EN 1634-1 Table 2 also draws reference to this method of testing:

 All Vicaima fire doors are third party accredited under BWF-Certifire and/or BM 
TRADA Q-Mark.  This includes an annual audit throughout our factory site. 

 Although regulatory requirements dictate a minimum period of performance i.e. 
FD30 = 30 minutes, Vicaima Fire doors would be expected to exceed that minimum 
by a comfortable margin.

 Vicaima testing refers to fire doors and fire door assemblies (door kits) 
manufactured and supplied by Vicaima directly.  In the case of Vicaima fire doors 
supplied by others in conjunction with their own frame and ironmongery, please 
refer to that companies test evidence accordingly.



Following the tragic events of the Grenfell disaster there has been much debate and 
conjecture within the industry regarding the suitability of some performance critical building
products being widely used in the market.  Indeed the recent Hackitt Report made sound 
recommendations regarding two areas where Vicaima has led the way for decades, namely 
the need for third party accreditation and traceability (all our products carry clear 
identification on the door top edge, providing peace of mind throughout their life cycle). 

Vicaima are always at hand with performance solutions for demanding situations.  Should 
you have any additional technical questions please feel free to contact Andy Gordon our 
Technical Manager andygordon@vicaima.com who will be happy to assist.  

*Government announcement can be found here
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/action-to-address-recent-fire-door-issues
 
The circular letter to Heads of Building Control can be found here
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/731
053/Fire_door_tests_circular_letter.pdf

You may also wish to view the guidance made by the British Woodworking Federation regarding the MHCLG 
Statement here
http://www.bwf.org.uk/assets/update-on-recent-government-notice-on-fire-doors-from-mhclg-v2.pdf

Paul King
Marketing Director


